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Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2531: You’re Crazy! 

Whiteheart Hall, this was the residence that the Tang Family specially opened up for the retainership of 

one heavenly alchemist, Gu Mao. 

Gu Mao was a grade one heavenly alchemist who could be ranked even in the entire Eastward Country, 

his status being aloof. 

Even if he was a retainer, but actually, Gu Mao and the Tang Family were equals. 

Even Tang Jinhua also did not dare to order Gu Mao around. 

Since Ye Yuan wanted to widen his knowledge about heavenly alchemists, Tang Yu naturally brought him 

to find Gu Mao. 

In the great hall, Gu Mao was currently preaching Dao to a group of apprentices. 

A cluster of pale blue flames was leaping about in his palm. 

A stalk of heavenly medicine was being tempered in the flames. 

“Refining the Dragonbone Grass, the Dao fire needs to be well-distributed, and you have to use your 

affinity to retain a portion of the power of rule, and get rid of the waste material …” 

Gu Mao taught the apprentices as he tempered it, looking very relaxed. 

While those apprentices had looks of admiration. 

To be able to temper heavenly medicines with such apparent ease, Master Gu Mao was well-deserving 

of being Master Gu Mao! 

Suddenly, Gu Mao’s palm shook, and the Dao fire extinguished. 

That Dragonbone Grass was already refined into a paste form. 

His gaze looked toward Tang Yu, and he said coolly, “Why did Young Master Tang come here?” 

Tang Yu gave Gu Mao a bow and said respectfully, “Master Gu, this friend of mine is very interested in 

heavenly pills, and je wanted to come here and learn from you. I wonder if Master Gu can accommodate 

a little?” 

“An ascender?” Gu Mao’s brows furrowed, appearing somewhat unhappy. 

“Brother Tang, you brought an ascender to come and learn alchemy, is this smashing Master’s 

signboard?” 

“Huhu,?Brother Tang, are you here to make a joke? An ascender also wants to refine pills?” 

“One look and it’s clear that this brat just ascended. Is he here to refine pills or to tend to the fire?” 

… … 
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The moment Tang Yu opened his mouth, it immediately drew mockery from the group. 

Ascenders refining pills was like a sow climbing up a tree, being absolutely a novelty. 

Many ascenders did not believe in heresy and wanted to become heavenly alchemists, but they 

eventually became laughing stocks. 

Clearly, they ran into another one who did not believe in heresy. 

Seeing Gu Mao’s expression, Tang Yu secretly thought to himself that things were not good, and 

hurriedly said, “Master Gu, this friend of mine just wants to broaden his knowledge. He’ll just sit in and 

listen to you.” 

Gu Mao snorted coldly and said, “What’s a good-for-nothing sitting in here to listen for? Even if he 

listens until seas wither and rocks decay, he can’t perceive the reason why too! Young Master Tang, 

you’re also from a learned family. Don’t you even understand this bit?” 

Tang Yu had an awkward look, he knew that it would be this result long ago, but how could he dare 

refuse Ye Yuan’s request? 

He could not resist sneaking a peek at Ye Yuan and discovered that Ye Yuan did not get angry. Only then 

did he feel slightly relieved. 

But Gu Mao did not care about Tang Yu’s awkwardness and said directly to Ye Yuan, “Brat, if you have 

this bit of time, why not put more of it into cultivation?! This Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven isn’t 

when you were in the Lower Realms anymore! Even if your alchemy path strength is exceedingly 

formidable in the Lower Realms, you’re also a bug in this place! Furthermore, just a bug that can never 

roll over!” 

Gu Mao was already very courteous on the account of Tang Yu’s face. 

After all, the Tang Family had supported him a lot over the years. 

One had to act out of consideration for others. He could not very well flare up too much. 

If somebody else came, he would have long sent them out with a slap. 

“You’re crazy!” Facing everyone’s taunting, Ye Yuan had kept silent the entire time. But at this time, he 

suddenly said those words[1]. 

Everyone’s expressions changed drastically! 

Tang Yu had his soul frightened out of his body by this sentence. 

He cried bitterness without ceasing in his heart, but it was already too late. 

Damn it! Knew that it was nothing good! My good big brother, aren’t you killing me here??Tang Yu said 

in despair in his heart. 

“What did you say?” Gu Mao’s face turned dark as he said in a solemn voice. 

“I said, you’re crazy!” Ye Yuan continued. 



It was over! 

Completely over! 

With this, it was going to offend Master Gu Mao badly! 

“B-Big Brother, j-just kill me! If you were to anger Master Gu Mao away, my Tang Family will be ruined 

too!” Tang Yu directly knelt down for Ye Yuan with a thud. 

Gu Mao held great significance to the Tang Family. Once he left, it would be tantamount to the Tang 

Family being half-ruined. 

Like this, might as well kill him! 

Both sides were heavyweights, neither one could be offended. Tang Yu was like an aggrieved little wifey 

who was about to break down. 

“Insolence! An ant-like ascender actually dares to make impertinent remarks to Master!” 

“Looks like you’re tired of living!” 

“Hurry up and apologize, maybe we can still spare your lowly life!” 

… … 

Gu Mao’s disciples were all filled with righteous indignation, wishing to skin Ye Yuan alive and swallow 

him whole. 

Who was Master Gu? 

The Tang Family’s family head, Gu Jinhua, did not dare to show any disrespect to him too. 

This ascender who came from god knows where actually dared to call him crazy! 

When Gu Mao heard that, he said in great fury, “Insolent thing! You’re the crazy one! Tang Yu, if you 

don’t give this old man an explanation today, my cooperation with the Tang Family will end here!” 

Tang Yu’s two eyes went dark when he heard it, almost fainting. 

He clung onto Ye Yuan’s thighs and complained tearfully, “Big Brother, if your anger hasn’t been 

appeased yet, just kill me! As long as you let the Tang Family off!” 

How could he still not understand now that Ye Yuan was simply here to harm him? How was he 

interested in whatever heavenly alchemist? 

Ye Yuan ran over and directly attacked Master Gu without another word. 

Was the meaning not obvious yet? 

Ye Yuan could not be bothered with Tang Yu and said coolly, “Your fire control seemed like lifting 

something heavy as if it were light just now. But actually, it palpitated many times in the process. This 

kind of situation should be caused by fire poison making mischief. If I didn’t guess wrongly, the fire 

poison within your body is likely almost overwhelming you already, right?” 



Those apprentices could not see the reason why. Hence, earlier, each and every one of them was 

amazed greatly. 

But what kind of visual prowess did Ye Yuan have? 

He could tell at a glance that during the process of Gu Mao’s fire control, there were many indicators of 

instability. 

Of course, it was also merely just a little bit, it had not reached the point of losing control yet. 

Furthermore, he could feel that although Gu Mao controlled the Dao fire very fiercely, it was extremely 

turbid. 

If one did not handle it properly when controlling fire, it was very easy to accumulate fire poison within 

the body. 

Therefore, that was why Ye Yuan said that he was crazy! 

He was not attacking Gu Mao, but that Gu Mao was really ill! 

“Brat, you’re really tired of living! Don’t think how impressive you are in the Lower Realms, reaching 

Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven, you’re not even a fart!” 

“Displaying your slight skill in front of Master Gu??Heh,?he’s one of Eastward Country’s few grade one 

heavenly alchemists. What problem he has, wouldn’t he know himself?” 

“Looks like you’re courting death yourself! Brothers, exterminate him!” 

… … 

The group of disciples was eager for a fight, already planning on finishing Ye Yuan off. 

They were Gu Mao’s disciples and did not need to give Tang Yu too much face. 

Ye Yuan was so overboard, they naturally had to give it to him. 

“Stop!” Suddenly, Gu Mao gave a cold cry. 

The group of disciples were stunned for a bit, turned back to look at Gu Mao, but they discovered that 

Gu Mao’s expression became unprecedentedly solemn. 

“M-Master?” 

“All get lost for Master! Also, today’s matter, whoever dares to leak half a word, Master will clean up my 

household!” Talking up to here, Gu Mao seethed with killing intent. 

Everyone had astounded expressions! 

[1] Unfortunately, it’s one of those Chinese wordplays that can’t quite be translated. The words ‘You’re 

ill’ can also mean ‘You’re crazy.’ 
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The group of disciples exchanged glances, each and every one of them was shocked until they were 

staring dumbfounded with their mouths agape. 

Nobody was a fool, Gu Mao’s attitude already explained everything! 

Could it be that this ascender saw through their master with one glance? 

This … How was this possible? 

This was to say that the current Gu Mao was already plagued with fire poison, with the ailment being 

deeply rooted in his vital organs? 

Actually, fire poison was not sufficient to cause death. 

The life of Heavenly Stratum powerhouses was not so easy to take. 

But, when fire poison was accumulated to a certain degree, it would greatly diminish Gu Mao’s control 

of fire. 

A heavenly alchemist being unable to control fire, that would really be a joke! 

He, Gu Mao’s illustrious name, would be ruined overnight! 

Who could care about a heavenly alchemist who could not refine pills? 

Gu Mao’s face fell and he said with a cold cry, “Still not leaving?” 

The group of disciples were helpless and could only leave. 

Tang Yu already stopped crying, looking at Ye Yuan with a shocked face. 

Gu Mao was really sick! 

Ye Yuan saw through it with one glance! 

Something that the entire Tang Family, even the entire Eastward Country did not notice, Ye Yuan saw 

through it with one glance! 

This was too terrifying! 

No one knew that Gu Mao’s ailment had already attacked his vitals, and he could not refine pills 

anymore. 

He hid it extremely well! 

Gu Mao had a gloomy look as he looked at Ye Yuan and said, “Kid, help me purge the fire poison in my 

body. This old man can take you in as a disciple!” 

Ye Yuan’s mouth curled and he said coolly, “You’re ill!” 

Gu Mao could not help choking when he heard that. Could this boy be a fool, only knowing how to say 

this one sentence back and forth? 

Freaking hell, I was fooled??Gu Mao thought. 



Gu Mao said in a solemn voice, “Brat, you’re messing with me?” 

Ye Yuan rolled his eyes at him and said, “This time, it’s your head that’s ill! Just your bit of paltry skills, 

taking me in as a disciple? Also, why should I help you get rid of the fire poison? Who the hell do you 

think you are!” 

Gu Mao was accustomed to being praised by others and had always been in a prominent position. 

Therefore, he had a condescending attitude when he spoke to Ye Yuan. 

Moreover, Ye Yuan’s identity as an ascender made Gu Mao look down on him greatly. 

But Ye Yuan’s pride was even greater than his! 

If Gu Mao’s alchemy standard was really transcendent, then forget it. But, that move of his previously 

might have been very impressive in front of the group of disciples. 

But in front of Ye Yuan, it was not worth mentioning at all! 

Ye Yuan did not understand heavenly pills, but it did not mean that he did not understand alchemy. 

His basic skills were extremely solid. Apart from his lack of understanding of the heavenly pill system, his 

other aspects of alchemy standard already far surpassed the standard of the Lower Realms long ago. 

Heavenly alchemists were also merely thus in Ye Yuan’s eyes! 

At least, Gu Mao was not worthy of Ye Yuan’s admiration. 

To have arrogance, one needed the capital to be arrogant! 

Tang Yu just saw signs of mitigation, he did not expect Ye Yuan to suddenly utter such a sentence. 

Right now, he even had the heart to die. 

Sure enough, Gu Mao flew into a great rage the moment he heard it and said, “Insolent thing! Tang Yu, 

don’t blame me for not giving your Tang Family face today! This brat is too impudent!” 

Tang Yu was immediately scared out of his wits and used his lone arm to hurriedly block Gu Mao and 

said, “M-Master, you mustn’t make a move! You … You aren’t his match!” 

“What? You’re saying that this old man isn’t this ascender’s match?” The moment Gu Mao heard, he 

was even more enraged. 

Tang Yu said, “Yes! My big brother annihilated the Gui Family by himself yesterday! Gui Haisheng died 

too!” 

These words were like a basin of cold water splashing down, directly drenching Gu Mao awake. 

He looked at Ye Yuan with a horrified look and said, “How is that possible? This old man doesn’t believe 

it!” 

Tang Yu said, “It’s true! Master Gu, would Little Nephew still lie to you?” 



Gu Mao still had a look of disbelief written all over his face, but he knew that Tang Yu absolutely did not 

dare to lie to him about this sort of thing. 

After all, such a big matter, he would know as long as he went out and inquired about it. 

But could this guy in front of him who was merely lower Lesser Sublime Heaven really kill Gui Haisheng? 

This … How was this possible? 

Gu Mao suddenly felt that Ye Yuan was very difficult to deal with. 

Unable to beat him nor win him in posturing? 

More importantly, this guy might have the ability to purge his fire poison! 

“Humph!?You impudent boy, saying that this old man has middling skills! If you have the capability, 

extract the Dragonbone Grass in front of this old man!” Gu Mao was still not convinced as he said with a 

sneer. 

Ye Yuan said with a smile that was not a smile, “You want to test my strength to see whether I can help 

you get rid of the fire poison or not?” 

Gu Mao’s old face turned red, not expecting to be directly exposed by Ye Yuan. 

However, unexpectedly, Ye Yuan picked up another stalk of Dragonbone Grass, and reached his hand 

out and beckoned. The Dao fire in the furnace fire flew over very obediently. 

It was only to see the pale blue flame come to Ye Yuan’s hand, dexterous to the extreme like a bouncing 

elf. 

Instantly, it gave people a feeling of gladdening the heart and pleasing the eye. 

Gu Mao and Tang Yu’s pupils constricted, looking at Ye Yuan with shocked faces. 

When experts make their move, the genuine and the fake would become clear at a glance. 

Ye Yuan’s move was truly unbelievably amazing. 

Gu Mao’s face actually betrayed the expression of feeling ashamed of his unworthiness. 

He finally understood why Ye Yuan said paltry skills. 

Fire controlling technique, he was far too lacking when compared to Ye Yuan! 

“W-What a powerful fire controlling technique! No, this isn’t a fire controlling technique! This is simply 

an art! A grand level art!” Tang Yu said sincerely. 

Refining heavenly pills, the requirements of fire controlling technique were harsh to a hair-raising level. 

Therefore, the fire controlling techniques of heavenly alchemists were all very strong. 

At least, it was completely not what ascenders could compare to. 

However, Ye Yuan’s fire controlling technique subverted his understanding of ascenders. 



Gu Mao’s fire controlling technique was weak to the max in front of Ye Yuan! 

Gu Mao’s expression was very ugly, and he said in a solemn voice,?“Humph!?No matter how good the 

fire controlling technique is, what’s the use? The affinity of ascenders is too weak. In less than 100 

breaths, the Dragonbone Grass will definitely be burned into charcoal!” 

In reality, he had long already seen through it. 

The moment Ye Yuan got started, he felt very strained. 

Although his fire controlling technique was strong, he was helpless about having no affinity and was 

unable to perceive the complex structure contained in the heavenly medicine. 

Extraction required one to perceive through the Dao fire. 

Therefore, affinity was extremely important. 

Without affinity, heavenly alchemists were simply unable to differentiate what were impurities, what 

was the essence, and also which were the things that had minimal content, but were indispensable in 

the heavenly medicine. 

One could say that affinity was eyes, allowing you to see everything in the heavenly medicine clearly. 

Without affinity, heavenly alchemists were like blind men. 

Therefore, among ascenders, the vast majority of the people were unable to become heavenly 

alchemists. 

The moment Ye Yuan started, he felt it. 

The power and complexity of heavenly medicines far exceeded his cognition. 

This was the most ordinary Dragonbone Grass, but it was ten thousand times more complicated than 

the top spirit medicine that Ye Yuan had ever seen before too! 

But, when he attempted to differentiate the elements contained in the Dragonbone Grass, he perceived 

a cloud of chaos. 

He did not know where! 

He finally understood why Tang Yu said that ascenders could not become heavenly alchemists. 

Unable to even differentiate the composition of heavenly medicines, how to become a heavenly 

alchemist? 

Extracting heavenly medicines was ten thousand times more complicated than even refining a single 

Dao pill! 

A slight slip-up and the Dao fire would burn the heavenly medicine into black charcoal. 

Ten breaths, 50 breaths, 100 breaths! 

Ye Yuan did not give up, he relied on his almost freakish instinct and extracted the Dragonbone Grass bit 

by bit. 



Around 15 minutes later, a paste was refined by Ye Yuan. 

Gu Mao’s eyes went wide! 

“This … How is this possible? His perception probably doesn’t even reach three points! So how can he 

possibly refine the Dragonbone Grass?” As Gu Mao was talking, he nearly bit his tongue off. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2533: One Point 

That paste was black and obviously contained many impurities. 

Compared to the Dragonbone Grass which Gu Mao refined, one look and the quality was far worse. 

But it was still refined in the end! 

Ye Yuan shook his head slightly and muttered to himself with a frown: “This is affinity? Indeed really 

difficult!” 

During the process of refining, he felt like he was in a different world from the Dragonbone Grass. 

This kind of refinement, it was still his first time encountering in his life. 

The products in the rule world were indeed extraordinary! 

Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven was a pure world, a world on a completely different level from a 

small chiliocosm. 

A clear distinction from each other! 

When refining the Dragonbone Grass, he clearly felt a repulsive force. 

Ye Yuan was thinking deeply about this repulsive force the whole time and completely did not notice the 

other two people’s expressions. 

The expressions on Gu Mao and Tang Yu’s faces were exactly the same, both eyes becoming round 

circles, their mouths opening wide, practically able to stuff a fist in. 

It could be seen how shocked the two people were. 

“Mn??Using this expression to look at me for what? I already said, his piddling fire controlling technique 

is simply paltry skills,” Ye Yuan finally came back to his senses and said coolly as he looked at the two 

people’s expressions. 

“You … You refined the Dragonbone Grass in the past before?” Gu Mao said in amazement. 

Ye Yuan shook his head and said, “No, this is my first time refining a heavenly medicine.” 

“Impossible! As an ascender, you succeeded the first time you refined a heavenly medicine? You’re 

taking me to be a f*cking moron!” Gu Mao jumped straight up and burst out with foul language. 

Ye Yuan looked at him like looking at an idiot and said, “This is also called succeeding? Do you heavenly 

alchemists all have such low requirements? Makes sense. Your standards are also just like that, I reckon 

that the quality of your pill refinement isn’t much either.” 
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Gu Mao nearly spat out a mouthful of old blood. This comment was invincible! 

Being despised by an ascender who refined the Dragonbone Grass into a black paste, Gu Mao’s broke 

down inwardly. 

But he was actually unable to refute! 

Under the state where his affinity did not reach three points, Ye Yuan could actually refine the 

Dragonbone Grass successfully. This showed how solid his foundation was! 

It could be said that apart from affinity, Ye Yuan’s alchemy path strength surpassed him all-round! 

Gu Mao billowed his beard and said with a cold snort, “Brat, don’t you get cocky! Without affinity, even 

if you have heaven-defying talent, it’s impossible to refine a true heavenly pill too! Affinity is a heavenly 

chasm; a heavenly chasm that you’ll never be able to cross!” 

Ye Yuan could not be bothered with him and asked Tang Yu, “What on earth is affinity?” 

Tang Yu shook his head hard and woke himself up from shock and said, “Heavenly medicines are born 

from heaven and earth, and they are pre-natal items. Humans are the smartest of all life forms but are 

post-natal creatures. Native Heavenly Stratum powerhouses are Heavenly Stratum when born. Although 

they belong to post-natal too, they are closer to pre-natal than ascenders. Therefore, heavenly 

medicines have a stronger affinity to us. But, ascenders ascend from the Lower Realms and cultivate 

step by step, attaining Dao, belong to the post-natal of post-natal.” 

“Furthermore … the lower the starting point, it shows the lesser the spirit of pre-natal that one is 

stained with when born, and the weaker the affinity too. Looking at Big Brother’s undulation just now, 

I’m afraid … your affinity for heavenly medicines is less than three points!” 

Talking until the back, Tang Yu felt that it was a shame too. 

With a heaven-defying talent like Ye Yuan, if his affinity was sufficient, he would absolutely be an 

incomparably powerful heavenly alchemist. 

But it was a pity, just as Gu Mao said, affinity was a heavenly chasm, blocking all heavenly alchemists 

outside the door. 

Furthermore, Ye Yuan was especially so! 

Ye Yuan was not too dejected, but asked curiously, “How much is … three points?” 

Gu Mao sneered and said, “Affinity has 100 points, the closer to 100 points, the stronger one’s affinity! 

Of course, apart from the legendary pre-natal physique, it’s simply impossible to reach 100 points. Want 

to become a heavenly alchemist, the worst affinity has to reach 30 points too! This old man’s affinity 

reached 39 points! Ordinary ascenders, the worst affinity is also more than eight points. The high ones 

can even reach the threshold of 30 points, becoming heavenly alchemists! As for you …?huhu.” 

In the last two words, Gu Mao’s mocking intent was very thick. 



Tang Yu smiled bitterly and followed up, “Judging from Big Brother’s fluctuations just now, it shouldn’t 

surpass … three points! Of course, as for the specifics of how much, it needs to be tested by the pre-

natal cloud stone. Perhaps … there’s hope of surpassing three points.” 

Talking until the back, even Tang Yu himself did not believe it. 

This comforting act was so fake! 

He changed the topic and said, “However, Big Brother, it’s also precisely because so that you’re really 

hair-raisingly awesome to actually be able to refine a paste of Dragonbone Grass just now! I really can’t 

imagine what level your strength will reach if your affinity can reach 30, no, even if it’s ten!” 

Just now, he was really shocked! 

Logically speaking, Ye Yuan’s paltry affinity, forget about 100 breaths, even if it was half a breath, he 

would not be able to hold on either. 

But he forcibly refined a paste of Dragonbone Grass. 

How much strength was needed to make up for this? 

Unimaginable! 

Of course, it was also precisely because of this that Tang Yu felt even more pity. 

Affinity was innate, it was unable to be compensated for post-natal. 

Ye Yuan’s bit of affinity, no matter how heaven-defying he was, it was also impossible to become a 

heavenly alchemist. 

One had to know, refining the Dragonbone Grass was just the basic skill of heavenly alchemists. 

The process of refining heavenly pills was a thousand times, ten thousand times more complicated than 

this! 

Without the support of affinity, it was simply impossible to refine. 

“Heh,?this old man has a pre-natal cloud stone here, measure it and we’ll know! If this brat’s affinity can 

exceed three points, this old man will remove my head and let him kick as a ball!” Gu Mao said with a 

sneer. 

Without affinity, Ye Yuan was a piece of trash. 

He knew that it was impossible for Ye Yuan to save him, so there was no need to have any misgivings 

anymore. 

Before long, Gu Mao fetched a pre-natal cloud stone. 

Ye Yuan did not refuse it either. He was also curious about his own affinity. 

The pre-natal cloud stone was a cloud-shaped stone. Densely packed scale markings were on it, it was 

clearly used to test affinity. 



He placed his right palm on the pre-natal cloud stone. In the next second, Gu Mao and Tang Yu stared 

dumbfoundedly in amazement. 

“Mn? Why isn’t there any reaction at all? Could it be that there’s something wrong with this pre-natal 

cloud stone?” Ye Yuan said in puzzlement. 

He placed his hand on it for a long time, but the pre-natal cloud stone did not have any activities, which 

unwittingly made him doubt this thing. 

“H-huhu,?problem? Brat, looks like I overestimated you too much! Not that the pre-natal cloud stone 

has a problem, but that you have the problem! Your affinity doesn’t even reach one point! Can say that 

you’re a complete and utter trash on the path of heavenly pills! No matter how transcendent your fire 

controlling technique is, it’s also impossible to become a heavenly alchemist! Therefore, stop posturing 

in front of this old man in the future!” Gu Mao’s expression was peculiar to the extreme. 

His words were half sarcasm and half surprise. 

Ye Yuan was the first whose affinity did not even reach one point among the people that he had met! 

How could this not surprise him? 

Tang Yu was also transfixed and said with a bitter smile, “Big Brother, where on earth did you ascend 

from? Among ten million ascenders, there also wouldn’t be someone like you who doesn’t even reach 

one point!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2534: Constant Dripping Wears the Stone! 

Ye Yuan stroked his chin, looking innocent. 

He was not very dejected. He was just feeling a little helpless. 

Ye Yuan’s starting point was seriously too low. 

Who could have thought that a little silkpants who was once from the State of Qin could actually break 

through to Heavenly Stratum and reach his cultivation realm presently? 

However, people could not choose their background but could choose to face it calmly. 

The difficulties that Ye Yuan had experienced walking all the way were beyond counting. 

He had never feared difficulties before and would not give up on the alchemy path because his affinity 

was only one point. 

In reality, the scene of refining the Dragonbone Grass earlier, already indicated a lot. 

At least, his instinct could support him to refine the Dragonbone Grass! 

Not being able to refine well was just because his instinct was not strong enough, that was all! 

Not that you could not do it, it was just that you did not work hard enough yet! 

“Looks like … I have to expend some effort to become a heavenly alchemist,” Ye Yuan said helplessly. 
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“Become a heavenly alchemist??Huhu,?boy, did you not understand what this old man meant? Even if 

you cultivate until heaven and earth turn old, it’s also impossible to become a heavenly alchemist! With 

your talent, if your affinity could reach 30 points, you can absolutely become an extremely strong 

heavenly alchemist! But this old man has never heard before of a guy, that even the pre-natal cloud 

stone doesn’t react to, can become a heavenly alchemist! This is absolutely impossible!” Gu Mao said 

with decisiveness that could chop iron. 

Even Tang Yu also smiled bitterly and said, “Big Brother, don’t waste your effort anymore. Your affinity 

doesn’t even reach one point. It’s absolutely impossible to become a heavenly alchemist! You’ve tried it 

yourself too. You can’t even extract the Dragonbone Grass, let alone talk about heavenly pills.” 

It was not that he did not believe Ye Yuan, but it was just that Ye Yuan was too trash. 

Ye Yuan did not even reach one point affinity and he actually wanted to become a heavenly alchemist. If 

this matter spreads, it could probably make people laugh their heads off. 

Ye Yuan just smiled and said, “This Dragonbone Grass shouldn’t be very expensive, right? Prepare a 

closed-seclusion venue for me, then deliver to me 1000 stalks of Dragonbone Grass!” 

There were quite a number of Dragonbone Grass casually placed on the tables here. Clearly, it was used 

for the disciples’ cultivation and naturally would not be too expensive. 

Ye Yuan would not be courteous with Tang Yu either, directly ordering. 

When Gu Mao saw that Ye Yuan did not give up, he snickered and said, “Brat, you really won’t shed 

tears without seeing the coffin! If even one point affinity can become a heavenly alchemist, then even a 

sow can climb a tree! Disregarding other things, this Dragonbone Grass, if you can refine it to this old 

man’s quality, this old man will acknowledge you as my master in front of the entire city!” 

Ye Yuan gave him a glance and said coolly, “Forget it. Your talent is too poor. I won’t take you in! If really 

want to bet, just teach me the things you know and that will do. If I lose, I’ll help you get rid of the fire 

poison. As for acknowledging as your master, let’s dispense with it.” 

Tang Yu was rendered speechless and Gu Mao was furious. 

Some guy whose affinity was one point actually looked down on him! 

“Fine! This old man will bet with you! If even with one point affinity you can become a heavenly 

alchemist, then wouldn’t this entire city’s heavenly alchemists become a joke?” Gu Mao said in a great 

rage. 

Ye Yuan could not be bothered with him, turning right around and leaving. 

Tang Yu followed after subserviently and said with a bitter smile, “Big Brother, why did you need to 

wager out of spite?” 

Ye Yuan just smiled and did not say anything. 

Out of spite? 

He, Ye Yuan, would feel wronged and act rashly, but he would not behave out of spite with Gu Mao. 



He looked down on Gu Mao’s bit of ability. The reason why he wanted to learn was just in order to learn 

the rudiments. 

He, Ye Yuan, would not walk other people’s paths. 

But he also would not look at others through colored spectacles. 

For Gu Mao to be able to be supported avidly by the Tang Family, he must have aspects that surpassed 

others. 

Starting from him here was clearly the most convenient. 

… … 

Hence, he started a drawn-out retreat. 

What Tang Yu prepared for Ye Yuan was naturally the best closed-seclusion venue. 

Although the Dao fire was not as good as Gu Mao’s, the quality was very good too. 

These Dao fires were just the lowest grade wild fires; the quality was not high and had a lot of 

impurities. 

Therefore, some fire poison would more or less accumulate within the bodies of heavenly alchemists. 

It was just that some Dao fires had many impurities, some Dao fires had less impurities. 

Gu Mao’s Dao fire was very powerful but very mixed and very difficult to control, the fire poison was 

also harder to purge. 

Heavenly alchemists were doctors to begin with. They naturally had the means to get rid of fire poison. 

It was just that when fire poison accumulated to a certain degree and became deeply entrenched within 

the body, wanting to purge it would be hard. 

Gu Mao was currently plagued with fire poison for the sake of pursuing the power of Dao fire, in 

immense agony. 

But Ye Yuan’s fire controlling method was much more brilliant than Gu Mao’s. 

This Dao fire was incomparably docile in front of him, how could fire poison possibly hurt him? 

It was just that the extraction was not smooth. 

One stalk, two stalks … 

Ye Yuan spent a month’s time and completely refined all 1000 stalks of Dragonbone Grass. 

But, the effect was not obvious. 

Ye Yuan also finally knew that affinity could not be improved at all. 

No matter how hard he worked, it was a region of chaos in front of him from beginning to end. 

He was like a blind man; unable to see anything. 



Even if his fire controlling technique was superb, it would not work too! 

A month later, Ye Yuan called Tang Yu over and had him prepare another thousand Dragonbone Grass. 

Tang Yu swept a glance around the closed-seclusion venue, it was all that kind of dark, paste form of 

Dragonbone Grass. He knew that Ye Yuan had not improved at all in this one month’s time. 

In reality, he did not harbor much hope either. 

Being able to extract the Dragonbone Grass into paste form, this in itself was already a miracle. 

Wanting to reach Gu Mao’s standard, this miracle in itself was ten thousand times, even 100 thousand 

times harder than the previous miracle! 

This was simply something impossible! 

“Big Brother, your martial path talent is also extremely strong. Why waste time on something 

impossible? In Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven, forget about not reaching one point, even if your 

affinity reached 29 points, it’s impossible to become a heavenly alchemist too! 30 affinity points, this is a 

watershed! Moreover, you don’t even reach one point!” Tang Yu urged bitterly. 

However, Ye Yuan was not moved at all, he just said indifferently, “In the future, have someone deliver 

me 1000 stalks of Dragonbone Grass every month.” 

Tang Yu shook his head helplessly and left. 

He discovered that Ye Yuan was a stubborn donkey; one was unable to drag at all. 

In the closed-seclusion venue, Ye Yuan refined the Dragonbone Grass stalk after stalk, as if he would 

never tire. 

The current Ye Yuan seemed to have returned to his previous life. 

In order to experience the medicinal properties of spirit medicines, he had once spent a hundred years 

indulging in Tier 3 and below spirit medicines. 

At that time, he extracted over and over again, refining. 

Now, he returned to the past again. 

It was just that this time, it was a thousand times harder than it was then! 

One had to know, at that time, his perception could distinctly feel the medicinal properties. 

But now, he could not feel it at all! 

That sort of natural rejection made him unable to get close at all. 

It was just that he did not care. 

This kind of dreary to the extreme refinement, when laid on any heavenly alchemist, they would not be 

able to bear it. 

But Ye Yuan gladly endured the hardship! 



Spring, summer, autumn, winter, it cycled endlessly. 

Year after year. 

In a blink, it was already 18 springs and autumns. 

Around Ye Yuan was filled with pastes of Dragonbone Grass. 

It was just that these pastes of Dragonbone Grass were crystal clear, seemingly almost transparent! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2535: Brat, Quickly Demonstrate Your Skill! 

“These few years, His Majesty instructed to thoroughly investigate the matter of Jadetrue Heavenly 

Sect’s outer-sect deacon, Jun Tian’s death. Now, there’s finally some leads. Someone saw that the place 

Deacon Jun last went seemed to be Inklight Forest! Calling you all here is to have you all cast the net 

out. Whoever can find Deacon Jun or find his cause of death first, this prince will naturally reward 

heavily!” 

In the Tang Family’s council hall, a young man with a handsome face like carved jade sat on the seat of 

honor, radiating awe without being angry. 

This young man was precisely Eastward Country’s second prince, his highness. 

He came to the Tang Family in secret this time, secretly meeting with the affiliated factions headed by 

the Tang Family, in order to borrow their strength and find news of Jun Tian. 

This matter had a great bearing on his struggle with the crown prince. Hence, Second Prince was 

naturally extremely cautious. 

Tang Jinhua hurriedly got up and gave a bow and said, “Second Prince’s matter is the Tang Family’s 

matter! Later, I’ll cast the net out. Even if we dig three feet under Inklight Forest, we’ll also find Deacon 

Jun!” 

Second Prince nodded and said,?“Mn,?my mind is naturally set at ease when Mr. Tang does things. This 

matter is very important, you all mustn’t take it lightly. Also, for Master Gu, you have a wide circle of 

acquaintances, if you hear some news, you can exchange with the Tang Family to make up for what each 

other is lacking.” 

Gu Mao nodded and said, “Second Prince, rest assured. Gu Mao understands. But speaking of which, 

Tang Yu, that big brother of yours, the time he ascended seems to just nicely match the time when 

Deacon Jun went missing, right? What a coincidence!” 

Tang Yu’s expression changed, not expecting that Gu Mao actually turned the heat on him at this time! 

Ever since that incident that time, Gu Mao and the Tang Family had passed their honeymoon period, 

appearing united outwardly, but divided at heart. 

It was just that the entanglement between both parties’ interests was too deep, so there had been no 

eruption all along. 

But this time, Gu Mao suddenly erupted. 
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Tang Yu’s expression changed, and he said in a solemn voice, “Master Gu, you!” 

But Second Prince’s eyes lit up and he asked curiously, “Tang Yu’s big brother?” 

Gu Mao smiled and said, “Second Prince, Your Highness, speaking of this person, he’s really a mysterious 

figure! Clearly only has lower Lesser Sublime Heaven strength, but he pulled the Gui Family up by the 

roots! Even Gui Haisheng died at his hands too. But, what’s even more impressive is that …?huhu,?his 

heavenly medicine affinity doesn’t even reach one point, and he actually dreams of becoming a 

heavenly alchemist! Then, he made a bet with this old man, and went into closed-seclusion for 18 years! 

I’m afraid that he doesn’t have the face to meet people anymore, right?” 

After the matter, Gu Mao naturally investigated Ye Yuan. 

Some things were not very secretive, with Gu Mao’s status in the imperial city, it was naturally very easy 

to find out. 

There were several renown heavenly alchemists present who guffawed loudly when they heard that. 

“Heavenly medicine affinity doesn’t even reach one point??Huhu,?is this someone abandoned by 

heaven?” 

“The scariest isn’t the lack of talent, but the lack of self-awareness! His affinity doesn’t reach one point, 

and he also wants to become a heavenly alchemist?” 

“What a joke, what on earth has he been doing these 18 years?” 

… … 

One point affinity was simply a joke. 

Wanting to become a heavenly alchemist with one point affinity was naturally a joke among jokes. 

These people present could not resist mocking even if they did not want to! 

“Second Prince also smiled and said,?“Oh??Rather interesting. Tang Yu, this prince wants to meet this 

big brother of yours. Can I?” 

“This … Alright!” Tang Yu toughened his scalp and said. 

Now that it came to this, he had no choice either. 

He glared at Gu Mao, but the latter had a calm smile and did not care. 

… … 

“Xiao Qi, is Big Brother still in closed-seclusion?” When Tang Yu arrived at Ye Yuan’s closed-seclusion 

venue, he asked the servant serving Ye Yuan. 

Xiao Qi nodded and said, “Yes, Young Master. Yesterday, I just delivered 1000 stalks of Purple Compact 

Incense to His Excellency.” 

Tang Yu nodded his head and said,?“Oh, eh??Isn’t it Dragonbone Grass? Why did it change to Purple 

Compact Incense?” 



Xiao Qi shook her head and said, “Don’t know, His Excellency ordered Xiao Qi, so Xiao Qi complied.” 

Tang Yu’s eyes flashed and he said, “Could it be that Big Brother succeeded?” 

But very soon, he shook his head again and said with a bitter smile, “How is that possible? Most likely, 

Big Brother feels that extracting the Dragonbone Grass is hopeless, so he switched heavenly medicines 

to practice. May as well, after he knows that this is impossible, he should give up.” 

Xiao Qi’s gaze flickered and she said, “Young Master, although Dragonbone Grass is the most ordinary 

spirit medicine, accumulating over so many years, it’s almost comparable to a shop already! If there’s 

any effect, that’s fine. But, giving someone whose affinity doesn’t even reach one point, it’s purely a 

waste!” 

When Tang Yu heard that, his gaze suddenly became fierce and he said, “Shut up! This kind of thing isn’t 

what you should butt into! If there’s a next time, end your own life! Scram!” 

Xiao Qi was frightened by Tang Yu until she shuddered and scampered away. 

How could she know that Tang Yu was afraid of Ye Yuan to the extreme? 

If these words were heard by Ye Yuan, the Tang Family might suffer a catastrophic calamity! 

Tang Yu arrived outside the door and said respectfully, “Big Brother, I’m Tang Yu!” 

“What is it?” After a moment of silence, a voice came from inside. 

Tang Yu did not dare to hide it, recounting the matter of Second Prince wanting to meet Ye Yuan. 

Before long, the door opened. 

Ye Yuan looked at Tang Yu and said coolly, “Let’s go!” 

When Tang Yu saw that Ye Yuan did not get angry and was still willing to go and see Second Prince, only 

then did he let out a long sigh in relief. 

Otherwise, he would not know what he should do. 

How could he know that Ye Yuan was also feeling emotional in his heart? 

What was coming, would ultimately come. 

Around 18 years had passed. Jadetrue Heavenly Sect still found Inklight Forest in the end. 

It was just that he also had no clue how to resolve this matter. He could only take it one step at a time. 

His current strength was too weak! 

After the two left, Xiao Qi came to the closed-seclusion area to clean up. 

“Someone who doesn’t know his limits,?humph!?In 18 years, how many Dragonbone Grass has been 

wasted? Clearly only has one point affinity, still want to become a heavenly alchemist?” 

She had a stomach full of resentment, entering the closed-seclusion area while cursing away. 



What entered her eyes were one dish after another of Dragonbone Grass that had been extracted and 

placed extremely neatly. 

Casually picking up a dish, she said disdainfully, “Just this black thing is also called refinement? Even if I, 

Xiao Qi, take action, it’s also a hundred times stronger than this!” 

The Tang Family operated the heavenly medicine business, everyone from top to bottom knew a little. 

Although Xiao Qi was a servant, refining Dragonbone Grass this sort of thing could not stump her. 

After all, this was just an entry-level heavenly medicine. 

Continuing to enter the room, the disdain on Xiao Qi’s face gradually became solemn, and finally turned 

into shock! 

“T-T-These, are all Dragonbone Grass? How is this possible?” 

… … 

Seeing Tang Yu bring Ye Yuan in, Gu Mao’s face could not help revealing a smile. 

“Yoo,?our one point heavenly alchemist came? How’s the refinement of Dragonbone Grass? This old 

man has been waiting many years for you to slap my face! Why don’t you slap this old man’s face today 

in front of Second Prince, His Highness?” Gu Mao said with a smile. 

These words naturally attracted a series of guffaws. 

“You’re that brat who doesn’t even reach one point affinity??Tsk tsk,?a one point heavenly alchemist, 

this is going to startle the 33 Heavens!” 

“Hahaha,?the history of these 33 Heavens is likely going to be rewritten today!” 

“Kid, quickly demonstrate your skill, I can’t wait anymore!” 

… … 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2536: Another Window! 

Walking into the meeting hall, ridiculing voices flooded into Ye Yuan’s ears like tidewater. 

Compared to Jun Tian’s matter, everyone is clearly more interested in this one point affinity ‘heavenly 

alchemist.’ 

Everyone knew that Gu Mao’s conjecture was merely a theoretical possibility. 

For a Lower Realms ant who just ascended to want to kill Jun Tian, this grand completion Lesser Sublime 

Heaven, the likelihood was negligible. 

Moreover, Ye Yuan this ascender completely had no connections with Jun Tian. 

The Inklight Forest was so big. Even if they were ran into each other, it would also be Ye Yuan who dies, 

and not Jun Tian. 
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“B-Big Brother, this is Second Prince, His Highness!” Tang Yu diverted the topic carefully. 

He did not feel that Ye Yuan could really extract the Dragonbone Grass. 

Ye Yuan naturally could not be bothered to pay attention either and said to Second Prince neither 

obsequiously nor haughtily, “I pay respects to Second Prince, Your Highness!” 

Second Prince nodded his head slightly and said, “You’re Ye Yuan? I heard that there’s a wager between 

you and Master Gu?” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “Precisely so!” 

Second Prince smiled and said, “It’s already been 18 years. I wonder how Brother Ye’s refinement 

technique has been trained until?” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Just so-so.” 

The moment these words came out, it attracted another wave of loud laughter. 

“A one point’s so-so, wonder what it’s like?” 

“Can’t do it means can’t do it, still puffing his face up at his own cost!” 

“Brother Gu, you got to be more careful! When a one pointer becomes fierce, you might not be a 

match!” 

… … 

Second Prince also could not help but smile when he heard that. This ascender was rather interesting. 

Ye Yuan was like a clown in his heart. 

Clearly did not have strength, but wanted to pretend to be capable here. 

The world was laughing at him, but he found joy in it and was indifferent. 

This kind of person was really funny. 

“Huhu,?since you’ve already trained until so-so, this wager has already dragged on for 18 years. Why not 

this prince bear witness for you guys and complete this wager? How about it?” Second Prince said with a 

laugh. 

Ye Yuan valued each word like gold, saying indifferently, “Can.” 

Everyone roared with laughter again. 

Gu Mao smiled and said, “Brat, this old man has waited 18 years for you. Each time I came to find you, 

they always say that you were in closed-seclusion!?Huhu,?this old man wants to see today, just how 

formidable a one point heavenly alchemist is!” 

Ye Yuan sized him up with a glance and said, “No wonder you’re so high-spirited. Looks like you should 

have obtained a treasure that can suppress the fire poison in your body.” 

Gu Mao was still roaring with laughter a moment ago, but now, his expression changed. 



He was seen through again! 

A few years ago, he obtained a treasure called Iceheart Jade. Although it could not purge the fire poison 

thoroughly, it could suppress it temporarily. 

Therefore, these few years, his courage bolstered again. 

Seeing Gu Mao’s laughter abruptly cease, how could everyone present not know that Ye Yuan hit the 

mark? 

Only then did they know that turns out Gu Mao was actually already plagued by fire poison! 

This surprised them greatly. It seemed like this boy was also not utterly useless. 

Tang Yu was secretly shocked. No wonder Gu Mao was so enthusiastic today, turns out that he had a 

reliance! 

Originally, the Tang Family’s greatest card was this. But Gu Mao having who obtained the treasure was 

no longer afraid of the Tang Family. 

Gu Mao’s expression turned cold, and he said,?“Humph!?So what if yes? Right now, this old man already 

doesn’t fear the fire poison. You still want to use this to threaten me?” 

Ye Yuan shook his head and said, “It’s useless! Your treasure can only treat the symptoms, not the root 

cause. The more you suppress, the greater the power of the eruption in the future! Unless, you don’t 

touch Dao fires in the future.” 

Gu Mao snorted coldly and said, “Stop exaggerating things to raise an alarm! You’d best think about 

how to clear this hurdle today!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said coolly, “Do it now then.” 

Gu Mao was taken aback, not expecting Ye Yuan to be so straightforward. He said with a cold snort, 

“Putting on an appearance! Since that’s the case, you watch carefully!” 

The Dragonbone Grass was long already prepared. Gu Mao rolled his sleeves. The Dao fire in his palm 

directly ignited. 

After a bout of garish tempering, the crystal clear paste of Dragonbone Grass appeared before 

everyone. 

This act naturally attracted a series of shouts filled with amazement. 

Even Second Prince also nodded his head slightly and said, “Master Gu’s skill is becoming more and 

more refined! I’m afraid that apart from Master Lin, there are few in this Eastward Country who’s 

Master Gu’s match anymore.” 

Master Lin that Second Prince spoke of was the royal family’s retainer, Eastward Country’s one and only 

grade two heavenly alchemist. 

These words were flattering. 



Gu Mao was naturally beside himself with joy and said respectfully, “Your Highness is too kind! My trivial 

technique, I dare not show off! However, apart from Master Lin, there’s someone that this Gu also 

doesn’t dare to say that I can win for sure! After all, one point is too scary!” 

“Hahaha?…” 

Another burst of laughter. 

Second Prince smiled at Ye Yuan and said, “Brother Ye, Master Gu already did one refinement. The rest 

is up to you! Why don’t you let us take a look at the fruits of your 18 years of hard work?!” 

Ye Yuan nodded slightly and similarly rolled his sleeves up, the Dragonbone Grass coming directly into 

his palm. 

He slowly closed his eyes, carefully feeling the undulations coming from the Dragonbone Grass. 

A cluster of Dao fire bloomed faintly. 

When Gu Mao saw the situation, his pupils could not help shrinking. 

“This boy’s fire controlling technique improved significantly again!” Gu Mao said in shock. 

Originally, Ye Yuan’s fire controlling technique already reached the acme of perfection, akin to 

performing an art. 

But today, 18 years later, Ye Yuan’s fire controlling technique actually reached a new level again! 

If it reached the acme of perfection 18 years ago, then now, it was returning to one’s original simplicity! 

No dazzling flaunting of skill, only a simple and unadorned return! 

When the rest saw this scene, they were similarly incomparably shocked. 

They did not expect that Ye Yuan was actually a practitioner! 

However, the affinity fluctuation emanating from Ye Yuan’s body made them come to their senses very 

quickly. 

“Heh,?no matter how good the fire controlling technique is, it’s useless too! Without affinity, the door 

to become a heavenly alchemist will forever be closed!” 

“Indeed a really weak affinity! I completely can’t feel the undulations!” 

“Huhu, he’s clearly refining the Dragonbone Grass, but why do I feel like it’s in two different worlds?” 

… … 

Same as 18 years ago, Ye Yuan still did not have any undulation of affinity. 

Second Prince’s gaze revealed a trace of fascination. Ye Yuan’s fire controlling technique had amazed 

him. 

But very soon, he shook his head secretly, clearly feeling quite regretful. 

Such a good fire controlling technique was wasted! 



Ye Yuan naturally did not care about these people’s mocking. He was already completely immersed in 

his own world. 

There was a good saying, if heaven closed a door for you, it would definitely open a window for you! 

In these 18 years, Ye Yuan only did one thing, which was opening this window! 

During these 18 years, refining day and night, day in and day out of repetitions, fumbling year after year. 

He trained his instinct to the limit! 

It was still a region of chaos in front of him. 

But he had the keenest instinct toward Alchemy Dao! 

The Dragonbone Grass in front of him melted little by little, turning into a paste. 

The paste of Dragonbone Grass became more and more crystal clear! 

The entire hall gradually fell into a dead silence. 

The original ridiculing voices had long already disappeared. What replaced it was shocked expressions! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2537: One Point Heavenly Alchemist! 

The Dao fire gradually ceased. There was dead silence in the hall. 

In Ye Yuan’s palm, a ball of almost transparent paste of Dragonbone Grass stunned everyone. 

The more it was crystal clear, the less impurities there were. 

When these two balls of Dragonbone Grass were put together, there already did not need anyone to 

judge them. 

It was also precisely because of this that these people were deeply shocked. 

“A-Are my eyes failing me? He … Is he really one point affinity?” 

“Yeah! With one point affinity, how did he do it? Did he break the barrier of heavenly alchemist?” 

“This ball of Dragonbone Grass is pure to the extreme. I’m afraid that even if Master Lin takes action, he 

might not be able to win too!” 

… … 

Tang Yu was utterly dumbfounded by the side. 

This move was seriously too stunning! 

One point was a kind of humiliation among heavenly alchemists. 

But Ye Yuan let it shine with dazzling light! 

Ye Yuan really did it! 
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He rewrote history! 

What on earth had he done in the past 18 years? 

Second Prince originally came to witness this wager with a playful mentality. 

But now, he was shocked by Ye Yuan until he could not speak. 

His perception would not be wrong. Ye Yuan’s affinity absolutely did not exceed three points! 

But he really did it! 

Only now did he understand that Ye Yuan did not live in his world at all. 

He could really ignore Gu Mao’s provocation! 

A person with one point affinity just refined the Dragonbone Grass. 

This was a miracle! 

“H-Huhu,?Master Ye’s means really broadened this prince’s horizons! I didn’t expect that Master Ye 

could actually extract the Dragonbone Grass with one point affinity. This is truly unprecedented and 

unrepeatable!” Second Prince laughed dryly, resolving the awkwardness from before. 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Like this, there’s no need to judge anymore?” 

Second Prince waved his hand repeatedly and said, “No need to judge, no need to judge! This wager, it’s 

naturally Master Ye who won! It’s just that, this prince is very curious. Master Ye’s affinity is clearly 

extremely poor. So how can you extract this Dragonbone Grass? Could it be that Master Ye has some 

secret method?” 

The moment he said this, the bystanders immediately perked their ears up. 

This secret method was definitely an earth-shaking secret method! 

Who would have thought that Ye Yuan shook his head and said, “No secret method! Reading a book a 

hundred times, the meaning naturally becomes clear. In these 18 years, I extracted hundreds of 

thousands of Dragonbone Grass and just trained it into instinct, that’s it.” 

“H-Hundreds of thousands of Dragonbone Grass! My god, is he crazy?” 

“In 18 years, he only did this one thing? This amount, could it be that he never rested?” 

“Lunatic! Really a mad man! However, even if he extracted the Dragonbone Grass, it’s also impossible to 

become a heavenly alchemist! The Dragonbone Grass is just the most basic homework!” 

“This guy is a monomaniac! In order to win the bet, he pushed himself into a lunatic! But, it’s useless! 

Some heavenly medicines are a thousand times, ten thousand times more complicated than the 

Dragonbone Grass! He can’t possibly practice each type like this!” 

… … 

Hearing Ye Yuan’s words, everyone could not help drawing a cold breath. 



The Dragonbone Grass that Ye Yuan extracted in these 18 years was probably comparable to the sum of 

the Dragonbone Grass that they refined in 1800 years. 

This kind of crazed and dreariness, they felt despair just thinking about it. 

Alchemy was a very interesting cultivation, but also a kind of very boring cultivation. 

Life needed regulating, people who refined pills needed it even more. 

But Ye Yuan was completely a lunatic. 

When Gu Mao heard Ye Yuan’s words, he also sneered and said, “So what if you won this 

match??Heh,?other heavenly medicines are much more complicated than the Dragonbone Grass, and 

refining a heavenly pill is countless times more complicated! You’ll need to spend several thousand, 

even several tens of thousands of years to learn one type of heavenly pill! This is still the simplest 

heavenly pill!?Heh heh,?trash will always be trash!” 

Ye Yuan looked at Gu Mao and said coolly, “I think that you are thinking too much! Some things, as long 

as you find the trick, you can naturally draw parallels from inference. That’s right. My affinity is indeed 

very poor, but I’ve already learned the trick now! Just like a mortal blind person, one’s sense of hearing 

tends to be very keen. As long as they keep on training, they will be able to master the ability to 

determine positions by listening to the wind. Extracting other heavenly medicines, I’m indeed much 

worse than you all innately. But, it doesn’t mean that I can’t become a heavenly alchemist!” 

Finished talking, he held his palm out, and there was a stalk of Purple Compact Incense in his hand. 

It was only to see flame dance in his hand again. The Purple Compact Incense gradually melted, finally 

similarly turning into a paste. 

The paste of Purple Compact IncensePurple Compact Incense showed a purple-blackish color. It was 

clearly not too pure. 

But, compared to when Ye Yuan first refined the Dragonbone Grass, it was God knows how many times 

better! 

Seeing this scene, Gu Mao’s eyes went wide. 

The Purple Compact Incense’s extraction was much harder compared to the Dragonbone Grass. Logically 

speaking, if Ye Yuan wanted to extract it, he would need to spend another 20 years or even 30 years at 

least. 

But, this Purple Compact Incense that Ye Yuan extracted now could already compare to the average 

apprentice. 

At most three years, he would be able to reach the level of the Dragonbone Grass! 

Calculating this way, wouldn’t Ye Yuan really have hopes of becoming a heavenly alchemist? 

It was a little slow, but so what? 

As long as one could refine a heavenly pill, that would do! 



One point affinity heavenly alchemist? 

Everyone exchanged glances, instantly falling into deep shock. 

If this incident were to spread, it would absolutely be a major event that would cause a great sensation 

in the entire alchemy world! 

Heavenly alchemist, even 29 points affinity would not cut it. 

This was an iron law! No one had ever been able to break it! 

But now, a one point heavenly alchemist actually appeared! 

How could this not be shocking? 

Second Prince also said in shock, “W-What kind of path can let a one point affinity become a heavenly 

alchemist?” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Instinct! When pill refinement becomes your instinct, even amidst chaos, you can 

still discern the direction! These 18 years, I was training this instinct! Actually, I could already reach Gu 

Mao’s standard a few years ago. But my instinct wasn’t strong enough yet! Even now, I’m still not very 

satisfied. Maybe one day in the future, I’ll be able to rely on instinct to differentiate heavenly medicines 

very easily!” 

Everyone opened their mouths wide with shock on their faces. 

When pill refinement becomes an instinct! 

What was instinct? 

That was people’s natural ability! 

Such as when you saw something sharp, you would instinctively avoid it. 

Such as when you saw beautiful things, you would instinctively want to possess them. 

Such as when you lose friends and relatives, you would instinctively be overwhelmed to the extent that 

you wished you were dead. 

But they had never heard of someone who could treat pill refinement as an instinct! 

This was using instinct to go and sense the impurities and essence in a heavenly medicine. 

Each one must be differentiated clearly. How terrifying an instinct did this require?! 

Just thinking about it was scary! 

Ye Yuan did not have affinity, so he used instinct to be his eyes, to ‘see’ the chaos in the heavenly 

medicine. 

He did it! 

The Dragonbone Grass already explained everything! 

Suddenly, the heavenly alchemists present all felt ashamed of their unworthiness! 



In the face of Ye Yuan’s persistence, they were not fit to be called heavenly alchemists at all! 

Because they could not do it instinctively! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2538: Tang Yu’s Choice! 

“Y-You’re really a freak!” Gu Mao said with a black face. 

What else could he say to a guy like Ye Yuan who shattered understanding? 

Instinct, this word, was simple to say. But doing it was harder than ascending to heaven! 

Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven had so many ascenders every day. But they had never heard of 

anyone who could cultivate pill refinement into instinct! 

But Ye Yuan broke the curse of affinity! 

Ye Yuan did not have much self-awareness. This was just a matter-of-course thing to him. 

His persistence toward Alchemy Dao, only he himself knew. 

He had created too many miracles on the path of alchemy! 

No affinity, so what? 

As long as he was still alive, no one could stop him from refining pills! 

Heaven could not too! 

“Since Second Prince has borne witness, one must be willing to lose if they bet!” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

The corners of Gu Mao’s mouth twitched, very reluctant. 

Each alchemist had their own knack in certain areas, he was naturally unwilling to share it with others. 

But at this time, Second Prince suddenly said, “Alchemy Dao legacies aren’t short work. Master Ye, this 

prince still has something to ask you.” 

Ye Yuan’s two eyes narrowed and he said with a cold smile, “You ask and I have to answer?” 

The moment these words came out, everyone’s faces changed suddenly. 

Too arrogant! 

Who he was facing was Second Prince, His Highness! 

Actually, not that Ye Yuan was arrogant, but that he discerned that this clearly had the intention of 

speaking in support! 

Furthermore, Ye Yuan knew what Second Prince was going to ask, so he could not be bothered to 

elaborate even more. 

“Ye Yuan! W-What have I, Tang Yu, done wrong, for you to harm my Tang Family like this!” Tang Yu’s 

expression changed abruptly as he said. 
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While the others revealed gloating smiles after being shocked. 

Especially Gu Mao, he did not expect that Ye Yuan was so rash, to actually refute Second Prince, His 

Highness, to his face! 

Ye Yuan gave Tang Yu a glance, and he said with a nonchalant smile, “In that case, your Tang Family is 

going to help Gu Mao?” 

Tang Yu’s entire body trembled, his face revealing a look of struggle. 

He was a clever man. How could he not discern the current situation? 

Just now, with Second Prince opening his mouth, it was clearly showing partiality for Gu Mao. 

Although the talent that Ye Yuan exhibited was amazing, wanting to truly become a heavenly alchemist, 

no idea how long it would still have to take. 

Furthermore, becoming a heavenly alchemist was one thing, reaching Gu Mao’s realm was another. 

A ready-made master and a guy with an unknown background. 

Furthermore, Second Prince was currently still relying on Gu Mao a lot. 

Weighing which was more important, Second Prince was naturally clear in his heart. 

At this time, Second Prince’s gaze also turned cold and he said with a cold smile,?“Huhu,?in this 

Eastward Country, it’s still the first time that someone dares to contradict this prince defiantly! Very 

good! Tang Jinhua, is your Tang Family choosing this prince, or are you breaking away from this prince?” 

Tang Jinhua’s expression was ugly to the extreme. 

He realized that the moment to decide the Tang Family’s fate had arrived. 

Logically speaking, he should stand on the Second Prince’s side without the slightest hesitation at this 

time. 

After all, behind the Second Prince was the royal family. 

For the Tang Family to be able to have today, it was also because they served the Second Prince. 

But Tang Jinhua saw Tang Yu hesitate! 

When Second Prince saw that this father and son pair actually remained silent, he sneered and said, 

“Looks like in your Tang Family’s eyes, this prince isn’t even as good as this ascender! Forget it …” 

Tang Jinhua’s expression changed wildly, and he could not care about Tang Yu’s attitude and was about 

to make known his position. 

He hurriedly said, “Second Prince, Your Highness, our Tang Family …” 

“Gu Mao! One must be willing to lose if they bet! Are you going to go back on your word?” Suddenly, 

Tang Yu opened his mouth and forcibly interrupted Tang Jinhua who was clarifying where he stood. 

When the words came out, everyone was shocked! 



Each and every one of the family heads and heavenly alchemists present was all dumbfounded. 

This was a choice that completely did not require brainpower, but Tang Yu made the opposite decision! 

Was Tang Yu’s brain broken? 

Even Second Prince was also dumbfounded. 

Earlier, Tang Jinhua had clearly already made up his mind to stand on his side. 

But in a blink, it was actually changed by Tang Yu! 

While Ye Yuan smiled, thinking to himself that this Tang Yu was indeed a clever man. 

Second Prince had the ability to destroy the Tang Family. He, Ye Yuan, also had it 

Tang Yu’s gaze gradually became cold, and he said in a solemn voice, “Gu Mao, this young master is 

talking to you. Didn’t you hear it? Either concede defeat, or you’re going out lying down today!” 

Second Prince shot to his feet, gaze fixed on Tang Yu and he said with a cold smile, “Good! Very good! 

Tang Yu, looks like this prince underestimated you! The Tang Family, this dog, is actually going to bite its 

master today? But don’t you forget! This prince can support you all, but this prince can also destroy you 

all!” 

The corners of Tang Yu’s mouth twitched slightly, but he still said boldly, “Second Prince, you also know 

that our Tang Family is a dog! How much have we done for you in secret over the years? To really talk 

about it, what we paid was far more than what we obtained!” 

These words were said by Tang Yu from the bottom of his heart. 

In Second Prince’s eyes, the Tang Family was merely a dog at his beck and call. 

If the dog was hungry, he would reward a bone to eat. 

But, the things that the Tang Family had done for Second Prince had indeed been countless! 

Moreover, the heavenly crystals that the Tang Family’s business earned, more than half of it was paid to 

Second Prince in tribute. 

Second Prince laughed loudly when he heard that and said,?“Hahaha?… very good! Master Gu will be 

protected by this prince today! This prince wants to see what right your Tang Family has to have him 

concede defeat! Zhao Yu, Jiang Zhu, you guys go and give it a try, whether this ‘Big Brother’ is really as 

powerful as in the legends or not!” 

Behind Second Prince, two guards with powerful auras immediately stepped forward. 

Tang Jinhua’s expression changed and he hurriedly said, “Second Prince, Your Highness, my young son 

he … he doesn’t know any better! Your Highness please pardon his offense!” 

Second Prince sneered and said, “Too late! Is this prince’s place where you can come and go as you 

please? Your Tang Family shall completely disappear from the imperial city after tonight!” 

Tang Jinhua had a look of despair and glared at Tang Yu. 



He did not know why his son wanted to make such a decision! 

Zhao Yu two people arrived in front of Ye Yuan and said with a cold smile, “This ‘Big Brother’, don’t 

disappoint us too much!” 

Jiang Zhu smiled and said, “In this imperial city, when is it lower Lesser Sublime Heavens’ turn to be 

arrogant? Brat, to dare rebut Second Prince, His Highness, you’re really tired of living!” 

Ye Yuan’s eyebrows raised slightly and he said coolly, “The two of you really have a lot of crap!” 

His voice had yet to fade when Ye Yuan’s aura suddenly erupted. 

The pupils of the people present suddenly shrunk! 

Ye Yuan’s aura actually surpassed lower Lesser Sublime Heaven in one fell swoop, and reached middle 

Lesser Sublime Heaven! 

This guy actually concealed his strength! 

“Dual Polarity Sword Formation!” 

In an instant, the sword formation burst out, flying straight for Zhao Yu and Jiang Zhu two people. 

Zhao Yu and Jiang Zhu were both royal guards and had experienced many battles. 

Let alone that they were both upper Lesser Sublime Heaven powerhouses! 

Facing this strike, they naturally did not panic in the face of danger. 

Although Ye Yuan concealed his strength, they did not take him seriously. 

The two people’s auras erupted, instantly suppressing Ye Yuan. 

Iron Bone Astral Fist! 

Tyrant Heart Slaughter Palm! 

The two people executed a move each, carrying an astonishing imposing momentum and pouncing 

towards Ye Yuan. 

Boom! 

A fierce confrontation smashed the meeting hall into pieces. 

Zhao Yu and Jiang Zhu two people’s figures flew out backward involuntarily, spewing a mouthful of fresh 

blood wildly. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2539: Another Wager! 

Ye Yuan looked at the two people coldly and said coolly, “I, this ‘Big Brother’, didn’t let you guys down, 

right?” 

Zhao Yu two people had horrified looks on their faces. How could they still dare to talk back? 
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Second Prince’s complexion even turned pale. He never could have thought that Ye Yuan was actually so 

strong! 

Zhao Yu and Jiang Zhu two people were both elites in the royal family. Their strength, even ordinary 

upper Lesser Sublime Heavens were not a match either. 

But Ye Yuan actually put them down with one move! 

Ye Yuan could not be bothered to care about Second Prince, but he looked toward Gu Mao and said 

coolly, “Are you going to make me mutilate you and take it myself? Or are you offering it up on your 

own?” 

The corners of Gu Mao’s mouth twitched slightly, his face revealing a look of fear. 

He was an upper Lesser Sublime Heaven too, his combat strength could not even compare to Zhao Yu 

two people, how could he possibly be Ye Yuan’s match? 

“I … I’ll hand it over!” 

Gu Mao fished out several jade slips unwillingly, those were all the essences of his Alchemy Dao! 

Hanging it over to Ye Yuan, he felt his flesh ache. 

Ye Yuan inspected the jade slips and said with a cold smile, “Just these? If I didn’t guess wrongly, these 

are all very ordinary pill formulas, right? As a heavenly alchemist who is renowned in the imperial city, 

you only have this bit of secret stash? Looks like you’re not very honest!” 

Who was Ye Yuan? 

The Heavenspan World’s alchemy path was single handedly created by him! 

Although he did not know much about heavenly pills, he still had good judgment. 

Gu Mao was very clever, taking out some obscure pill formulas. 

But these pill formulas were all some inconsequential pill formulas. 

Wanting to use these to smoke his way through in front of Ye Yuan was easier said than done. 

The corners of Gu Mao’s mouth twitched slightly, only then did he take out a few more pieces of jade 

slips extremely unwillingly. 

Only after Ye Yuan inspected it, did he nod his head slightly. 

“These few pill formulas, you can’t refine them either. So what’s the use of cherishing your own 

belonging that’s of little value?” Ye Yuan swept a glance at Gu Mao and said coolly. 

Gu Mao’s face turned black, and he almost spewed out a mouthful of old blood. 

One of the pill formulas was called Jasper Regeneration Pill. It was precisely the heavenly pill to regrow 

severed limbs! 

If Gu Mao could refine it, Tang Yu would have long begged him for it. 



Clearly, this guy could not refine it at all. 

“I can’t refine. Could it be that you can refine it? These few pill formulas’ refining difficulty is extremely 

high. Master Lin might not be able to refine them too. So just the likes of you can do it?” Gu Mao said 

with a sneer. 

Ye Yuan ignored him. He turned to Second Prince and said smilingly, “Second Prince, Your Highness, I 

know that you won’t be willing to drop the matter, but I advise you, better drop this idea.” 

Second Prince’s face revealed a fearful look, but he smiled coldly and said, “You’re threatening this 

prince? If you have the capability, kill this prince! As long as you don’t dare to kill this prince, after 

returning to the palace, it will be the end of you and the Tang Family!” 

When Tang Jinhua father and son heard that, their expressions changed. 

But Ye Yuan was not concerned and said with a smile, “Second Prince, Your Highness, why don’t we 

make a bet too?” 

Second Prince had a look of disdain and he said with a cold smile, “On what basis should this prince bet 

with you?” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Not betting is fine too, then you’ll die right now!” 

Second Prince laughed loudly when he heard that and said,?“Hahaha?… Bring it on! Come and kill me!” 

Boom! 

His voice had yet to fade when Ye Yuan’s terrifying aura bloomed again. 

Dual Polarity turned into a light wheel, cleaving straight for Second Prince. 

At first, Second Prince still did not believe that Ye Yuan dared to kill him. 

But that light wheel did not slow down in the least bit, heading straight for his face. 

An aura of death hit him head-on! 

He finally knew that Ye Yuan was not joking! 

“I’ll bet!” Second Prince practically yelled these two words out. 

The light wheel dissipated with a loud bang as if nothing had happened. 

Ye Yuan looked at him and said coolly, “The Tang Family is your dog. But isn’t your royal family a dog of 

Jadetrue Heavenly Sect too? Therefore, don’t think that you’re very noble. In this world, there are 

always some people who can think nothing of you.” 

Second Prince’s back was already drenched in sweat. 

Having made a trip to the gates of hell and back, he had long already lost his previous composure. 

“W-What do you want to bet on?” Second Prince asked. 



Ye Yuan said, “I’ll let you return. You don’t be in a hurry to deal with the Tang Family first. Tonight, I’ll 

make a trip to the royal palace and meet with you. You can use all sorts of methods to stop me from 

meeting you! If I can’t meet you, the Tang Family will be at your disposal. But, if I meet you, you don’t 

need you to do anything either. Just deliver the heavenly medicine for the Jasper Regeneration Pill 

tomorrow. It’s that simple.” 

Second Prince’s pupils constricted, and he said in a solemn voice, “You’re trying to tell me that as long as 

you want to kill this prince, it wouldn’t work even if this prince hides in the palace?” 

Ye Yuan smiled slightly and said, “Smart, that’s what it means.” 

Everyone exchanged glances, shocked expressions on their faces. 

This Ye Yuan was a little too arrogant, right? 

He actually did not put the royal family in his eyes at all! 

What kind of place was the palace? 

That was the most heavily guarded place in the entire Eastward Country, and it was also the place with 

the most experts. 

Disregarding that the likes of Zhao Yu and Jiang Zhu were everywhere in the palace, there were also a 

whole bunch of them. 

As for grand completion Lesser Sublime Heaven powerhouses, there were naturally quite a few too. 

And in the palace, there were even Greater Sublime Heavenly Stratum powerhouses! 

Ye Yuan dared to provoke the royal family, this was simply a joke! 

Especially Gu Mao, he was gloating over others’ misfortune. 

This brat was courting death himself, could not blame others! 

… … 

That night, at Second Prince’s palace. 

An old man with white hair and beard sat in front of Second Prince. 

Second Prince gnashed his teeth in hatred and said, “Master Yun, you must help me this time! That boy 

doesn’t place this prince in his eyes at all, and even thinks nothing of the royal family! He actually said 

that he can come and go as he pleases in the royal palace!” 

This Master Yun was a retainer of the royal family called Lu Yun, a lower Greater Sublime Heaven super 

powerhouse! 

He was the initiation teacher of Second Prince, his strength being extremely powerful. 

After returning to the palace, Second Prince immediately went to find Lu Yun without saying anything. 

He had also once thought of directly finding Lu Yun to go kill Ye Yuan. 



But he did not dare! 

The feeling that Ye Yuan gave him was too strange. 

He did not dare to wager with his life! 

If Ye Yuan really had the ability to enter and leave the palace at will, then wouldn’t he be in danger all 

the time in the future? 

He was very certain that Ye Yuan really dared to kill him! 

Furthermore, Ye Yuan really dared to release him! 

After much thought, Second Prince still decided to give it a try. 

As long as he discovered Ye Yuan, Second Prince reckon that he could not escape Master Yun’s palm 

either! 

Lu Yun smiled and said, “Yu Tang, you’re becoming more and more overcautious and indecisive! Being 

so timid, how can you beat that big brother of yours?” 

Second Prince did not dare to talk back and said, “Master Yun, this boy is indeed a little strange! I 

suspect that he might have something to do with that Jun Tian’s death too!” 

Lu Yun chuckled and said, “Alright, don’t give this old man that! No matter how weak that Jun Tian was, 

he’s also Jadetrue Heavenly Sect’s outer-sect deacon! Although this old man is a cultivation realm higher 

than him, I really don’t have the confidence to dare say that I can definitely beat him. How can he die at 

the hands of an ascender? Tonight, I’ll be in the side room next door. If he dares to come, I’ll naturally 

make sure he doesn’t return!” 

The moment Second Prince heard this, he could not help being overjoyed. 

“Thank you, Master Yun! It’s still Master Yun who dotes on Yu Tang!” Second Prince said agitatedly. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2540: He . . . Already Came By! 

Late at night, it was silent in the palace. There were only the sounds of some patrolling footsteps and 

the chirping of insects and birds. 

But in reality, tonight’s Eternal Longevity Palace was loosely guarded outside, but heavily guarded inside. 

Outside Second Prince’s bedroom palace, there were several upper Lesser Sublime Heaven 

powerhouses patrolling back and forth. 

As for middle Lesser Sublime Heaven powerhouses, that went even more without saying. 

The entire Eternal Longevity Palace was virtually in a state of heightened nervousness! 

In the four corners of the bedroom palace, four grand completion Lesser Sublime Heaven powerhouses 

were standing with sabers. 
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Once there was any rustling of leaves in the wind, they would definitely rush forth and kill people right 

away! 

Of course, these were all not the important thing. 

Lu Yun who was in the side room was Second Prince’s greatest reliance! 

He did not believe that someone could appear under Master Yun’s eyelids! 

Tonight’s Second Prince was naturally sleepless the entire night. 

He sat on his bed just like that, gaze flickered indeterminately, also no idea what he was thinking about. 

“Why don’t Your Highness rest earlier? Even Master Yun has taken action, that scoundrel definitely 

won’t dare to come!” Second Prince’s personal eunuch could not refrain from persuading when he saw 

his extremely worried countenance. 

Second Prince was a little annoyed and waved his hand and said, “You withdraw. Let me have some 

silence!” 

The eunuch was helpless and could only shake his head and leave. 

Second Prince looked outside the house, with a constant feeling of uneasiness. 

“Damn it! Master Yun is clearly next door. What the hell am I scared of? Could it be that that brat can 

really access heaven and penetrate the earth?” Second Prince gnashed his teeth in hatred and said. 

“Not to the extent of accessing heaven and penetrating the earth, but entering the royal palace isn’t a 

difficult thing for me. Of course, killing you … is even easier. Don’t move! Otherwise, you’re dead!” 

Right at this time, a voice seemed to come out of the deepest area, burrowing into his ears. 

Second Prince’s expression changed wildly and he was just about to get up, but immediately turned stiff 

there. 

All the hair on his body stood up. 

Who could this voice be if not Ye Yuan’s? 

A figure appeared, currently looking at him, smiling meaningfully. 

Who could this person be if not Ye Yuan? 

Second Prince’s heart shook wildly. He suddenly looked towards the four grand completion Lesser 

Sublime Heaven guards in the house and discovered that they were actually completely oblivious! 

This … How was this possible? 

It was not just these four people. Even Master Yun who was next door did not have any reaction either! 

There were already no words that could describe the shock in his heart at this time! 

Ye Yuan was clearly standing in front of them. Could it be that they were all blind? 

“H-How did you come in?” Second Prince said in horror. 



He wanted to speak up to attract the attention of others. 

However, there was still no reaction! 

How was this possible? 

Ye Yuan looked at him and said with a smile, “Of course I swaggered in just like that! Don’t count on 

them. They can’t see me, and they also can’t see you right now!?Uh,?also, that old man next door, I’ve 

met him too. But it seems like he didn’t notice me at all.” 

Shock! 

Fear! 

Disbelief! 

Second Prince also did not know what was his frame of mind now. 

All in all, his entire person was in a mess! 

This person was clearly standing in front of him, but the others treated him like he was air! 

Suddenly, his pupils constricted and he cried out in surprise, “S-Spatial rule!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “That’s right. Spatial rule! This move is called void concealment. As long as I 

don’t actively release my aura, they won’t discover me! Also, you’re currently in the void concealment 

too. So they can’t hear our conversation. I advise that you don’t release your aura. Otherwise, you’ll be 

dead.” 

Second Prince was just thinking of taking the initiative to release his aura when he was throttled by Ye 

Yuan’s one sentence. 

He did not dare to move! 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “I came just to tell you how strong my spatial rule is! You can go and deal with the 

Tang Family and can also send someone to kill me. But you have to be prepared to die in the palace at 

any time!” 

Second Prince’s expression flickered indeterminately, Ye Yuan’s threat was like a blade pressed against 

his neck. 

This person was too dangerous! 

“This matter, I hope that you don’t make it public too! Otherwise, I may very well do 

something.?Oh,?right, our bet should be that I won. Remember to send someone to deliver the 

heavenly medicines to the Tang Family tomorrow. Alright, I’m leaving. You can call someone now.” 

Finished talking, Ye Yuan’s figure gradually disappeared. 

The moment Ye Yuan left, Second Prince suddenly gasped heavily for air, only then, discovering that his 

back was already drenched. 

Just this short few breaths of time, the pressure that Ye Yuan put on him was too great! 



Only at this time did the four guards notice his peculiarity. They hurriedly ran over. 

“What’s wrong with you, Second Prince?” A guard supported him and asked. 

And at this moment, the door of the side-room was quickly pushed open and Lu Yun swept over like a 

gust of wind. 

He looked at Second Prince and asked with a frown, “What’s wrong?” 

Second Prince gave Lu Yun a glance and said with a bitter smile, “He … already came by!” 

The expressions of Lu Yun and the four guards changed wildly, virtually saying in unison, “Impossible!” 

A guard said, “Nobody appeared within the bedroom palace at all. How can he possibly come in?” 

Lu Yun also said, “Even if that brat can hide from everyone’s eyes and ears, it’s also impossible to hide 

from this old man!” 

Second Prince smiled bitterly and said, “It’s … spatial rule! He was standing here talking to me just now. 

When I spoke, you all couldn’t hear me at all, and you also couldn’t see him! Master Yun, he even said 

that he already strolled around in the side-room!” 

Lu Yun’s expression changed wildly, monstrous waves setting off in his heart. 

A middle Lesser Sublime Heaven sauntered about in front of him and he actually did not have any 

reaction? 

How was this possible? 

But it was impossible for Second Prince’s expression to hide from him. 

Furthermore, he also did not have the need to do this kind of lame thing. 

Could it be that that brat really came in before? 

“Spatial rule! What kind of spatial rule can actually hide from this old man’s eyes and ears!” Lu Yun’s 

heart burned with wrath. 

He had a feeling of being toyed by someone. 

There was actually someone who dared to make fun of him in this Eastward Country! 

“Master Yun, this prince seems to have provoked an incredible fellow! Forget it, I concede! Tomorrow, 

I’ll bring the heavenly medicines and pay a visit in person to apologize for my offense!” Second Prince 

said helplessly. 

Just now, he really felt that he had made a trip to the gates of hell and back. 

He could be said to have laid down an all-encompassing net in this Eternal Longevity Palace! 

Inside three layers and outside three layers were all guards! 

But Ye Yuan actually sneaked in front of him without a sound. 

This kind of thing was really too terrifying. 



Lu Yun’s gaze flickered indeterminately, and he said, “Okay, I’ll accompany you tomorrow! This old man 

wants to see what kind of brat can actually be so unbridled in front of this old man!” 

… … 

Tang Family, the lights were bright. 

Tonight concerned the life and death of everyone in the Tang Family! 

In the study, came Tang Jinhua’s low and cold shouting. 

“Tang Yu, you wicked son! Look what you’ve done! Tell me, why did you sink the Tang Family into fire 

and water?” Tang Jinhua said in anger. 

He did not understand, his son was normally extremely clever. 

But why did he actually make such a big mistake in this matter! 

Tang Yu seemed very calm and said, “Father, I don’t have assurance either, but, I can only gamble!” 


